
Wright University Ushers in a New Era in Higher Education Built on Racial
and Social Justice by Affording Access to Those Historically Excluded by
Academia

Wright University Kicks-off Fundraising During Giving Season

The founders of Wright University (“WrightU”) have announced plans to launch a four-year, higher education
institution whose mission is to build racial and social justice by employing and educating those historically
excluded by academia. WrightU affords equal access to bespoke paths of academic excellence to the black
community, indigenous populations, other people of color, women, first-generation college students, the
LGBTQIA+ community, and people with disabilities.

WrightU provides a broad and functional education within an anti-xenophobic curriculum that features
coursework in 29 disciplines, including a variety of undergraduate degrees, dual programs, and graduate
degrees. Students will also engage in excellence planning that prepares them for success in all facets of the life
they’ll lead.

According to Caitlin O’R. B. Carter, Ph.D., WrightU Co-founder and Chief Academic Officer, “By creating
access to education across demographics within the framework of a historically aware, anti-xenophobic
curriculum, WrightU will produce compassionate leaders who can create positive social change for a just
society. Students will see themselves reflected in their educators, mentors, and the models for success supported
by the institution.”

Additionally, the two female founders of WrightU have restructured the higher education administrative model
and created a pay scale that guarantees equal pay for equal experience. WU received 501(c)3 status in April
2021.

In the short term, the University’s founders are engaged in an aggressive fundraising effort to build a campus
located in the Seattle metro area, recruit staff, admit a student body, and welcome students, professors, and staff
to campus. WrightU is registered with Washington Gives; will participate in Giving Tuesday 2021, will be
running a crowdfunding campaign December 3-17, 2021, and is registered for GiveBIG 2022. Donations are
accepted year-round at http://www.wrightuniversity.net/donate or by contacting the university at
info@wrightuniversity.net.

“We believe education is a human right. WrightU is an opportunity to effect change by creating equity and
space for all voices to be heard and empowered. We are fervent advocates in the movement for transparency
and open dialog in higher education and believe WrightU will set new standards in higher education for all
communities among students and employees alike,” said Maren G. Rosenbach, MSL, WrightU Co-founder and
Chief Compliance Officer.
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